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Abstract
The interaction of high energy ions with magnetohydrodynamic
modes is
analyzed. A numerical code is developed which evaluates the contribution of
the high energy particles to mode stability using orbit averaging of motion
in either analytic or numerically generated equilibria through Hamiltonian
guiding center equations. A dispersion relation is then used to evaluate the
effect of the particles on the linear mode. Generic behavior of the solutions of
the dispersion relation is discussed and dominant contributions of different
components of the particle distribution function are identified. Numerical
convergence of Monte-Carlo simulations is analyzed. The resulting code ORBIT provides an accurate means of comparing experimental results with the
predictions of kinetic magnetohydrodynamics.
The method can be extended
to include self consistent modification of the particle orbits by the mode, and
hence the full nonlinear dynamics of the coupled system.
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I.

Introduction

The interaction of high energy particles with magnetohydrodynamic
modes
is of great importance for controlled thermonuclear fusion. The principal effects are the stabilization of the sawtooth 1-Tdue to the rigidity of the plasma
provided by the precessing trapped particles, and the destabilization of other
modes TM through resonance with either trapped or passing particles with
the possible resultant loss of a large fraction of them. 1_'16 The basic theoretical treatment involves the separation of the plasma into two parts, with
the background plasma described with fluid magnetohydrodynamics
(MHD)
and the high energy component described with gyrokinetic or guiding center
equations. Present experiments reporting these effects involve high energy
particles produced through neutral beam injection or heating at the ion cyclotron frequency. 17,_s
It is important that careful analysis of these experiments be made in order
to correctly predict the possible effects of fusion-generated alpha particles
on the same modes. Present estimates for ignited plasmas indicate that
the fusion alpha particle density is marginal for sawtooth stabilization and
fishbone destabilization.
Of particular interest is the investigation of the
sawtooth-free domain of tokamak operation. This stable domain has several
properties which make it of interest for controlled thermonuclear fusion. It is
a high beta domain. The energetic particles can be chosen so that the upper
bound of the domain is near the Troyon limit or even higher if the device
has access to the second stability domain. It is a high current domain. With
no sawtooth, a tokamak could be operated with a safety factor q(r) having a
value of 0.5 at the magnetic axis. This low value of q(0) would imply fairly
high shear, and hence improved stability to other magnetohydrodynamic
modes such as the resistive instabilities and the major disruption. There is a
stable window of operation in the plane of high energy particle density and
background plasma beta which increases in size with plasma temperature
and thus has good reactor application potential.
Besides these beneficial effects, the investigation of mode destabilization
and induced particle loss is of considerable importance. Significant induced
alpha particle loss could cause problems through excessive wall loading and
loss of ignition margin.
Previous treatments either include a complete analysis of both the MHD

and gyrokinetic components of the plasma, and are overwhelmed by the computing requirements, which do not allow a reasonable study of the dependence
of the results on the plasma parameters 19 , or they suffer from several approximations, and although they show a rough agreement with experiments,
a detailed comparison is not fully warranted. A major impediment is the
use of analytic equilibria. The resonant interaction of the particles with the
modes depends on the toroidal precession rate. Even in codes using numerical equilibria, 2° analytic expressions for the precession ignore the important
effects of plasma shape, the possible presence of a magnetic well, and plasma
rotation, all of which can significantly modify the precession rate. In addition, although it is justified to carry out a large aspect ratio expansion in the
derivation of the dispersion relation, it may not be reasonable to neglect the
interaction of the particles with higher poloidal harmonics.
The usual lowest order expansion keeps only the first poloidal (m=l)
harmonic _1, and while this is a good approximation in the center of the
plasma where the safety factor q < 1, it neglects the interaction of the mode
with all particles outside this domain. Numerical simulations of particle loss
and energy exchange during the fishbone mode 15 indicate that the m = 2
harmonic plays an important role in this process, particularly because its
contribution is in a domain where _ is zero. The m = 3 harmonic can
contribute to particle loss by resonant expulsion of particles near the plasma
edge, but mode-particle energy exchange and hence contribution to mode
destabilization is normally negligible. Finally, the particle distributions are
often idealized, and only approximately represent the high energy particle
distributions present in the experiments.
In this work we describe an analysis which corrects these problems. Excessive computing requirements are avoided by considering the plasma on
a time scale which is short with respect to changes in the equilibrium profile. In addition, mode-mode coupling effects are ignored. In the case of
the modes considered this is a very reasonable approximation, the dominant
destabilization and saturation mechanisms are due to the mode-particle interaction. Thus the magnetohydrodynamic
state of the plasma is given by
parameters describing the current and pressure profiles, and by the solution
of the Grad-Shafranov equation for the equilibrium to be considered. For
some modes (sawtooth, fishbone) the ordering of the high energy particle
effects _1 guarantees that the form of the mode is not greatly modified by

the high energy particles, and an ideal MHD code can be used to determine
the eigenfunctions, but for other modes, the kinetic terms are important in
determining the shape of the mode and a code such as NOVA-K 2° must be
used to determine the mode spectrum and shape.
Were it not for the presence of the singular dissipative layer (either inertial
or resistive, depending on plasma parameters) it would be possible to simulate the coupled system through energy conservation. Energy tran,_ferred to
and from the particles through resonance with the mode is readily observed
in guiding center simulations, and this rate of energy transfer could be used
to calculate the mode growth rate. The presence of the dissipative layer,
which transfers energy to the electrons through kinetic modes not treated in
a simple MHD analysis, makes such a simple treatment incorrect, and requires that one instead model the dissipative processes or solve a dispersion
relation which includes mode-particle energy exchange, the dissipation of the
layer, and the MHD energy of the mode in order to find the frequency and
growth rate of the mode. In this work we use the variationally derived dispersion relation to find the complex mode frequency. In future publications
other means will be explored.
The kinetic contributions to the variational dispersion relation are expressed in general magnetic coordinates. The contribution of the interaction
of the particles with higher harmonics is retained. The effects of plasma
shape and/3 ( i.e. the modification of plasma shape from concentric circular
flux surfaces and the outward shift of the surfaces due to plasma pressure)
are all properly included. Next, the integrals over the particle distribution
are carried out using a Monte-Carlo simulation, which allows a reasonable
approximation of the actual distribution functions. Finally, the bounce orbit
averaging for trapped and passing particles is carried out using a Hamiltonian guiding center code using either analytical or numerically generated
equilibria. This correctly gives the toroidal precession rates in the finite
beta, shaped equilibria as well as including nonlinear particle dynamics. In
addition the averaging over drift orbits takes into account the finite banana
width of the trapped orbits and the drift excursions of the passing particles.
A radial electric field can be used to give the effects of plasma rotation.
The dispersion relation is then solved using the magnetohydrodynamic
parameters associated with the equilibrium and the kinetic contributions obtained from the guiding center averages. The results can be plotted following

the variation of any parameter which does not involve a significant modification of the equilibrium, i.e. variation of the high energy particle density,
plasma resistivity, diamagnetic drift frequencies, etc. If the amplitude of
the mode is kept small and fixed, one obtains an analysis of the stabilizingdestabilizing properties of the fixed particle distribution function used. If instead an unstable mode is allowed to grow to an amplitude sufficiently large
to modify the particle distribution, a self-consistent time dependent solution
can be obtained with the instantaneous particle distribution determining the
mode frequency and growth rate.
In the following sections we sketch the derivation of the dispersion relation, describe the Monte-Carlo procedure using the guiding center equations,
and show some generic results for the internal kink and fishbone modes. Detailed comparison wi_h experiments and further analyses of the effects of the
plasma shape and beta, of plasma rotation, and of the form of the high energy
particle distribution function, will be described in future publications. The
same techniques can be applied to analyze the interaction of high energy particles with any MHD mode. A treatment of the toroidal Alfven eigenmode 13
(TAE) will be given in a separate publication.
II.

Dispersion

Relation

We begin with the contravariant
librium field21'22

and covariant expressions for the equi-

= V_ × V_p + qV_p × V0,

=g#¢ +

+

(1)

(2)

with _p the poloidal flux, 0 the poloidal angle, and _ the toroidal angle. The
coordinate system is a straight field line one, i.e. q(_,,) (the safety factor)
gives the local helicity of a field line q = d_/dO. The poloidal angle is chosen
so that the Jacobian 3 "-1 = V_p. (V0 x V_) is given by B2,7 = gq + I with
the volume element given by d3x = oCd_pdOd_. The magnetic field strength
B(_p, 0) is independent of the coordinate _. In a large aspect ratio circular
equilibrium with B = 1- rcos(O) these function are given to two orders
in inverse aspect ratio by • = r2/2, d_/d_p = q(_p), g = 1, I = r2/q,

i

5 = O, fl = q/B 2, with the field normalized to its value on axis and distances
normalized to the major radius.
The equilibrium or set of equilibria is obtained numerically for the plasma
under consideration. The high energy particle contribution to the dispersion
relation is obtained by following a Monte-Carlo distribution of particles using a Hamiltonian guiding center formalism described previously. 2a,22 The
dispersion relation takes the form 11,1D(oa) = 0 where
D(w) = I +
with I the contribution

(SWMIID

nt- (SWr

at- (SWn,

(3)

from the inertial (resistive) layer, 24

i = sir((A_/_+5)/4)V/_(_-_*')
-

i9/4r((Aa/2- 1)/4)ooa

(4)

and

A= -i(_(_ - _,o)(_- _,,))_I_I_R

(5)

and the resistive growth rate 7R = S-1/3WA. The diamagnetic frequencies
are given by w,_ and w,, and S is the ratio of the resistive time to the Alfven
time, all evaluated at the q = 1 surface. The term _WMHD is the usual fluid
MHD contribution :_ (_IIrMHD -- --_iI/O.) A with 7s referring to the ideal growth
rate, and WA the shear Alfven frequency, WA = VA/(vl3Rr_q _) with VA the
Alfven velocity and r, the radius of the q = 1 surface. In our final dispersion
relation, in agreement with the inertial term ,P all terms are normalized by
the factor 2Rl[rr(Br_) 2] with R the major radius, B the on-axis magnetic
field, and the hat indicates a normalized quantity. All terms in 61/V are thus
dimensionless and normalized to the shear Alfven frequency. In elongated or
high beta equilibria the "minor radius" is defined as _
with • the toroidal
flUX.

The quantities 5WT, 5W, are the resonant and nonresonant contributions
to D(w) due to the high energy particles. The nonresonant contribution is
8W,

=- i((_. _;)(_. _)d_

where _± is the usual displacement introduced in magnetohydrodynamic
bility theory, g is the curvature
_.

V(B _ + 2p)
B(B.
=
2B 2
-

9)(B _ + 2p)
2B 4

(6)
sta-

(7)

and p -- f EF day is the pressure due to the high energy particles
21rBEF
P= _.

dpdE

_/2E(1 - #B/E)

(8)

with E the energy, F(_p,E,#) the particle distribution function, and a the
sign of v,.
Using these expressions the nonresonant part of the kinetic contribution
becomes
f
(_Wn :

-23/27r2

Ea

BE1 2
_/1 _ #B/EHOv_F(_lJp,

E,p)..TdOd_pd#dE

(9)

where
H(qtp, O) -- ((__. g)(_.

The resonant contribution
pendix A)

(10)

to the dispersion relation is given by (see Ap-

E3/2j* Q

5W,.

VCp).

_

JdOd_pd#dE

(11)

where the bar refers to orbit averaging. In addition
J(_p,O) = (1 - #B/2E)(_

. g)e -i'(¢-q°)

with n the toroidal mode number of the mode under consideration.
-

f=

1

f_

, Bv/i-f .B/E dO

(12)
Also
(13)

is the bounce average of f, with
If
1
Kb = 2---_ _ B_/1- ,B/E

dO

(14)

and K2 is defined similarly, with a factor of cos(O) in the numerator of the
integrand (see Appendix B). If necessary (trapped particles), the range of
7

is limited to the domain where 1 - #B/E is positive. In large aspect ratio
approximation in a circular equilibrium, where B has a simple cos(O) dependence these functions reduce to lowest order to the usual elliptic integrals,
but in a general equilibrium they may be significantly different. The operator
Q = [WOE--(B x VS). V]F with S = n(_- qO) reduces to
Q = coOEF - O%F.
Introducing

(15)

the particle density

dg = 4Tr2

B

F(_p,E,#),.7"

dOd_,d#dE

(16)

v/2E(1- .B/E)
the nonresonant

part of the kinetic contribution

becomes

and the resonant part
5Wr = 4 ./ E 27*(Q/F)7
(COd-- W) dY.

(18)

In these expressions, the particle distribution dN is an invariant, i.e. equal
to the time averaged distribution, so H has been replaced with its time average. This proceedure is useful for improving the statistics in the Monte-Carlo
evaluation. These equations complete the derivation of the dispersion relation. The functions _±. g and _±. V_ v must be supplied either analytically
or from a linear MHD code for the equilibrium being considered.
Write the perturbed magnetic field in the form
e/_-

V x a/_- V x (_'x/_)

(19)

Then

= ((×

(20)

with G a gauge. We then have also
B2(=i_GxB
8

(21)

and
.B2a = iB. VG.

(22)

We then find the two functions of interest to be given by
i
[gOoG- IO_G]

(23)

(. VO = SB---z[-gO_, a + 50_a].

(24)

_. Vg_v = jB 2
and
i

Introduce the Fourier expansions
a = _ a,_(_,)e '("_-m°)

(25)

m

and

a =E

(26)

lr_,

We then find, on using/_.

V = (1/J)(Oo

+ qO¢)

a,, = (gq + I)am,
m - nq

(27)

and finally
_. V_p -

1
gq + I E[gm

+ nZ]G_(_P)e'("¢-_°)

(28)

i

and

(.¢0=

gq + I _ ['-_
igmO% G_ + nSa_
7n

d ('¢-"°)1

(29)

and

Recall that these Fourier expansions are in terms of the straight field line
coordinate 0. For use of the cylindrical coordinate 0_ see Appendix B.

III.

Guiding

Center

Equations

Hamiltonian guiding center equations are used to evaluate _W_ and _W..
Bounce averages are conveniently converted to time integrals. The guiding
center equations are 23'22
dP_
dt = -0_7-I

d___
dt __

dPo
dt = -0_7-I

dO
-_ = Opo_

Op(

_'_

where Po = I(Pll + (_) + _ and P; = g(Pll + c_)- _
momenta with Pit = vii B and
1 Po -

_

(31)

(32)
are the canonical

O_)2B
'2 + #B + (I:'

(33)

is the Hamiltonian with (I) the electric potential and a giving the magnetic
perturbation through _/_ = x_ × a/_. Here and in the following we use units
given by the on-axis gyro frequency (time) , and the major radius (distance).
In these units p = _
is the gyro radius, which is the small parameter in the
guiding center approximation. A very important feature of these equations
is that motion is given by B(_p,0), the field magnitude only, and real space
(metric) quantities such as the Jacobian do not enter.
Substituting dS/dt and neglecting terms of higher order in gyroradius it
is straightforward to convert a bounce average to a time average

_f = _1/

f dt

(34)

with T a bounce (transit)
(transit) period.

period, or any period much longer than a bounce

IV.

Particle

Monte-Carlo

Distribution

Write the particle density in terms of the distribution
dN = F(_p,E,/_)d3xd3v
10

function
(35)

and rewrite the volume element in terms of the magnetic coordinates through
d3xd3v = 47r2v/2-EJd_pdOd_dE
with the pitch _ = +_1 - #B/E,

(36)

the sign given by vii. Normalize through

Zh

87r
Zh= av.

/ E dg

(37)

with V the plasma volume, and use the Monte-Carlo
density (integrated over (),
dg = c__, 5(_p - _pk)5(/_ -/_k)5(E
k

representation

- Ek)5(O - O_)d_pdAdEdO

for the

(38)

Fixed values of _p, _, E, 0 completely define the orbits. Bounce averaging is
carried out numerically, i. e. particles are initiated at particular values of
_p,/9 and (, and the orbits followed.
For studies of stability with a fixed distribution function it is convenient
to directly evaluate cgv_F in terms of F rather than integrating by parts as in
previous work. 11'1 Substituting dN and normalizing D(w) through the factor
2R/[Tr(Bors_) 2] with _ the amplitude of the m = 1 displacement, as done in
previous references lx'1 to simplify the layer term we find
V_,,
51/_'=-47r2(r,_)2rjEi

_[

[O_F
P' EH

__
4E2Q
F Wd--WJk
-]*-J ]

(39)

The use of Monte-Carlo methods to represent the distribution function
leads to a technical difficulty when w is in the vicinity of the real axis. The
necessary modification of the analysis is discussed in Appendix C.
A rapid means of generating Monte-Carlo distributions and the computing requirements of the code are discussed in Appendix D.
V.

Qualitative

Features

It is convenient to use simple reference examples to serve as numerical
test cases, and to illustrate the basic properties of the solutions. For this
11

purpose we use the circular large aspect ratio equilibrium, neglect resistive
modifications, and restrict the perturbation
to consist of a single poloidal
harmonic. In the nonresistive limit the dispersion relation reduces to
-iy[w(w

-w,,)-

7, + WASIIV= 0.

(40)

In circular flux surface approximation the ideal MHD growth rate 7; can
be evaluated analytically, 25 and for a quadratic q profile the result is
7x : 3:rwAr_
R2 [1 -- q(0)](/9_

13 )
144

(41)

with WA the shear Alfven frequency and
_P :

2 fo_S( r'_
r)2d-_r
p dr
B_

(42)

where p is the pressure of the background MHD plasma, not that of the high
energy particles.
In the following sections we consider the effect of the high energy particles
on the internal kink mode with a perturbation analysis, and discuss in more
detail two analytical models, a deeply trapped particle distribution, and a
distribution isotropic poloidally and in pitch. These results are not new, but
are repeated here because they serve as test cases for the numerical analysis.
They also serve to display the great variety of behavior which can be expected
depending on the details of the equilibrium and particle distribution.

A.

Kink

Stabilization,

0'I > w.,i/2

First consider stabilization of the internal kink mode. The initial effect
of a high energy population can be understood with a perturbation analysis.
The solutions of the dispersion relation have qualitatively different features 7
according to the relative magnitudes of _ and w,i/2. Either term can be
larger in a tokamak discharge. First consider 7_ > w,i/2. Writing
w = w,,/2 + i_/7_ - w2,{/4+ A

(43)

we find to lowest order
A =
-i7,_I_
WA
_/7_ --w,2,/4
12

(44)

and thus Imag 6I]V positive causes the mode frequency to increase and
real 6i]V positive causes stabilization.
Now consider the various contributions to 5i?V. First consider the nonresonant contribution, which is real. For
this equilibrium we find (Appendix B)

2/27r

E1/2cos(O)

7-

r2

J

- #B/E

Normally O,F is negative, so 51/;d,_
is destabilizing for deeply trapped particles
(increased pressure gradient in the bad curvature region) and stabilizing for
barely trapped and passing particles (increased pressure gradient in the good
curvature region), with the largest contribution coming from particles near
the trapped-passing boundary, which spend a larger fraction of their time in
the good curvature region.
Now consider the resonant contribution. Neglecting the U)OEF term in Q,
we find
6[_

--

29/2r

_

[

E312-]*--]O*F

drdOdpdE.

(46)

Real 5I?V,is positive (stabilizing) if wd -w, is positive and negative (destabilizing) if negative, where w = w, + i7. Typically for deeply trapped high
energy particles Wd >> W SOthey are stabilizing. Low energy trapped particles, barely trapped particles, and passing particles act to destabilize the
mode. Imag 61_ is positive for 7 > 0 and thus this contribution causes an
increase in the frequency of the mode for trapped or passing particles. This
frequency change can play an important role in the stabilization process.

B.

Kink

Stabilization,

7s < ,il2

A similar analysis, for 7s < w,i/2, shows there are initially two marginally
stable modes with frequencies w,i/24- qw2,i/4 - 72 and the frequency change
is given by

A
--=i

" s61,Q
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and thus Imag 5I?V positive causes destabilization of the high^frequency
branch and stabilization of the low frequency branch. Real 5W positive
causes a frequency increase of the high frequency branch and a frequency
decrease of the low frequency branch.
C.

Deeply

Trapped

Distributions

Kink

and

Fishbone

To go beyond a perturbative analysis it is necessary to make further
assumptions.
First consider a deeply trapped slowing-down particle distribution. Model a particle distribution in r, E, and # (i.e. integrated over ¢)
by dN = cE-lf(r)5(#aB)dErdrdttdO, for E0 < E < E,n., with f(r) the
radial density profile normalized through j"f(r)rdr = 1. We then have
B_VZh v/1 - aB
_ F = 29/2r4(E,, - Eo)E-t/2f(r)6(#

- aB).

(48)

Neglecting the WOEF term in Q, and also using Wd = EqK2/(rKb) and approximating q as 1 everywhere inside the rational surface in the evaluation
of J, we find

6l_ = #hB2Vcl
w ln.(w- -- Wd,,,.
47r2r2a Wdm
WdO)

(49)

with Wd,, ,Wd0the maximum and minimum precession frequencies in the distribution, a the minor radius, and c/ a shape dependent constant of order
unity.

cI = -a

-_r rdr.

(50)

For a parabolic density profile, f(r) _ 1 - r2/a 2 , c/= 8/3. For a Gaussian
profile, f(r) ,,_e -(_/h}2 , c/= v:-_a/h. Here we have approximated the deeply
trapped precession frequency Wd = Eq/rR as independent of r. Normalizing
D(w) through 2R/[Tr(Brs_t)_] and using V = 21r2a2R gives in the nonresistive
limit the dispersion relation

-i_/w(w

- w,i) - 7, +

c/a2RWAZh W in(W--Wdm)=O
2r_a
wdm
w - W_o
14

(51)

with the maximum precession frequency wd,, corresponding to energy E,,.
In the absense of high energy particles, the frequency is given by w = w,_/2 +
i_/_ 2 -w2,_/4. This is of course significantly modified if resistive effects are
important. Note that the high energy particle contribution is proportional
to the mode frequency w, a consequence of the deeply trapped assumption
(aB .._ 1), the simple cos(O) dependence of the magnetic field, the neglect
of m -- 2 contributions, and the neglect of q - 1 terms. These are a poor
approximations for shaped or high beta equilibria. For comparisons with
experiments the full dispersion relation including all such effects may be
required.
1.

Deeply

Trapped

Distribution,

7, > w,i/2

Again first consider 3'I > w,//2. Neglecting w,i, Wd0and 7I and using the
total plasma volume to be that contained within the q=l surface, 11(i.e. take
a = r,) this dispersion relation possesses a threshold (the fishbone mode) at
Zh =

4_ < wd >

(52)

"ffCl 02A

with c = a/R, and mode frequency given by the average precession frequency
< Wd >Wdv,/2.
Note tha: since Wd is proportional to particle energy the
threshold condition is actually a requirement on hot particle density, not
beta.
For 0 < 7I < .18 <Wd> and w,_ > 0 there are instead two thresholds,
which correspond to the stabilization of the internal kink mode, and the
fishbone threshold. 4 Depending on the values of wdo and w,i the internal
kink stabilization threshold may take on two very different characters. If
stabilization occurs with w greater than Wdothe logarithm term is complex
and w must be greater than w,,. In this case the mode becomes damped for
further increase in/3h. If instead stabilization occurs with w less than woothe
logarithm term is real and thus w must be less than w,i. For further increase
in _h , the frequency remains real. If instead stabilization occurs with w
greater than Wdothe logarithm term is complex and w must be greater than
w,i. In this case the mode becomes damped for further increase in _h.
For w > > Woowe have w > w,_ and the mode frequencies are given by the

15

solution of

in( 02
The corresponding

1)=

values of _h are given by
02,i

/_h= 4 <02d> _/1--

w 7ra2cs02A'

a monotone increasing function of frequency.
If instead 02am>> 02d0>> 02at threshold,
given by the solution of

-

-

+

c fa2 R02A_h

2r2a

(54)

then 02< 02,, and threshold is
02

02din

ln(Ww_) = 0

(55)

and
02,i/2

-- W

cla2R02A/3h

_/ (--ww,i
- w) +

2r_awd,,

02

02din

[-Wdo+/n(_)]Wd0 = 0.

(56)

The evolution of the real frequency as flh increases further is determined
by the first equation alone, and the growth rate remains zero.
For 7_ > .18 < wa > there is no threshold. In this case the kink mode
branch frequency and growth rate increase as 13hincreases. The fishbone
branch instead, remains stable.
2.

Deeply

Trapped

Distribution,

7I < w,i/2

Now consider 7I < 02,i/2. In this case with /3h = 0 there are two
marginally stable branches of the internal kink mode, with frequencies
w,i/2 ± _/7_- w2i/4. The low frequency branch is stabilized by the high
energy particles, and the high frequency branch is destabilized, and has also
been suggested 12'6as the cause of the fishbone in some discharges. However
this branch of the dispersion relation exists even in the absense of the high
energy particles, and we will refer to it as the high frequency or ion diamagnetic frequency branch of the internal kink mode. The branch with a
threshold at a nonzero value of f_h and at a frequency given by the average
trapped particle precession frequency we will refer to as the fishbone branch.
16

D.

Uniform

Pitch

Distribution

Also very important is a distribution uniform both poloidally and in pitch,
for which the nonresonant contribution to 51/V can be evaluated explicitly
(see Appendix B). The results are independent of the form of the energy
distribution. Writing the distribution in the form F = f(r)w(E) we find for
the trapped particle contribution

51,V,,t.
=

15,_,

V.

(57)

where r, is the q = 1 radius, and a the pl_ma radius. The total of the
trapped and passing particle contributions 6Wn = 614_,_,+ 6147,,pis

5V_,,.

joo

o

Analytic expressions have also been obtained for 6l/Vr for a Maxwellian
distribution function, 7 and we will not repeat these results here. The analytic
form for the nonresonant contribution will be used in the next section to test
the numerical convergence of the Monte-Carlo

VI.

Numerical

integration.

Results

In this work we consider only results obtained using the large aspect ratio
circular analytic equilibrium. Comparison with experiments and discussion
of the effects of plasma shape and beta will be treated in future publications.
The numerical scheme employed involves convergence in the number of
Monte-Carlo particles used, which must be controlled to ensure that the
desired accuracy has been obtained. We illustrate this convergence with an
analytic example which presents more problems numerically than most cases,
namely a distribution uniform both poloidally and in pitch.
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A.

Uniform

Pitch

Distribution

In this case the leading order trapped and passing contributions to _I47_,
of order _-_,
have opposite sign and cancel, with the total _14_ , of order
unity, being significantly smaller than either. Furthermore, much of the
contribution of the passing particles is due to particles near the trappedpassing boundary.
We use a large aspect ratio, c = .1 with a large magnetic field strength
so that particle excursions away from the flux surface are negligible. The
analytic expressions for _W_ are given in section VD. In Fig. 1 are shown
the convergence of the trapped, passing and total contributions to _W_ as a
function of the number of particles used. The values shown are for/3h = 1.
Both the trapped and passing contributions are seen to converge reasonably
well to the analytic values (shown as lines) when the number of particles
is a few thousand.
Statistical fluctuations in _I4_,, are expected of order
(R/r)I/2/v/N
because of the partial cancellation of the trapped and passing
contributions.
Here the time step was set to require 20 steps per toroidal
transit for an on-axis particle with pitch = 1 and the orbit averages were done
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using 30 such toroidal transit times. For distributions other than uniform in
pitch the numerical problems are much less severe, and we conclude that a
few thousand particles are generally sufficient. For this example a Gaussian
distribution f(r) __ e-_2/h_ was used, for which
21hz --z

_

5VV,_,= --2S/2/3ha2f_)'/hZS/2[1+ -iV]c

dz

and
2

= _fb -[1-

+ r,lh')]

2r_[1 - e-a_/h_]

'

(60)

The q profile is quadratic in r with .8 < q < 1., and r, = a, and h = a/2.
Since the results for the nonresonant contribution are independent of the
particle energy distribution, a monoenergetic distribution was used to restrict
the particle gyro radius and drift excursions to a single value.
In Fig. 2 is shown the dependence of these terms as a function of the
aspect ratio. Also shown are the analytic results.
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In Fig. 3 is shown the dependence of these terms as the gyro radius is
increased for e = .25. Since the aspect ratio is large, these results extend to
values of the gyro radius equal to one fifth of the minor radius, and significant
particle loss is encountered. The passing particle contribution is modified the
most, as barely passing particles are not well confined, and they contribute
the most. The trapped particle term is modified little, since barely trapped
particles are lost, and they contribute the least.
B.

Deeply

Trapped

Distribution

Example results for the deeply trapped slowing down distribution are
shown in Figs 4-9.
We produced a trapped distribution by initiating all particles at # = +r/4
with zero parallel velocity. For the equilibrium used a is not exactly constant
over the minor radius, varying from 1.01 to 1.1. If on the other hand, a is
kept constant, then all particles inside some radius are passing rather than
trapped. The analytic approximations made in evaluating the dispersion
relation are not self consistent but can be closely if not exactly duplicated.
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Parameters used are similar to those of previous works, 11'1 R - 2.96 M, but
with very high aspect ratio, e = .1 at the q = 1 surface, E,, = 600Key ,
Eo = 200Key, WA = 2 × lO%ec -x , w.i = 2 × 104sec -1 , h = a. The q profile
was taken to be quadratic in r, ranging from 0.8 to 1., i.e. the entire plasma
volume is taken to be inside the q = 1 surface, as is consistent with previous
calculations, 11 and there is a single m = 1 harmonic. The ideal limit (large
S) is used.
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1.

Deeply

Trapped,

7z > w.i/2

First consider the case 7I > w.i/2. We use in this case 7z = 1.4 × 104/sec.
In Fig. 4 are shown the growth rates as a function of hot particle beta, for
both the sawtooth branch and the fishbone branch. There is a domain of f3h
in which both modes are stable. Analytic expressions for the thresholds are
incorrect by as much as 50ascribed to the approximations made obtaining the
analytic expressions, namely neglecting the radial dependence of _aa, using
the deeply trapped approximations to evaluate J and H, and ignoring the
q-1 contributions. Details of particle distribution, aspect ratio, and q profile
22

can significantly modify the extent
qualitative features.

of the stable domain and even change

1.tSx10•

Figure 7: complex frequency plane
In Fig. 5 is shown the trajectory of the sawtooth mode in the complex frequency plane. The real frequency is still significantly less than w,_ at
stabilization, and also less than the minimum precession frequency in the distribution, WdO.The increase of the real frequency of the sawtooth mode after
stabilization is not relevant. Since w < w,_ the stabilization occurs through
the confluence of two roots approaching from the upper and lower half plane.
After stabilization the growth rate remains zero, the real frequency of one
root then approaches zero and the other increases. The root finder happened
to follow the increasing one. The fishbone root approaches -ic_ in the
plane as/3h tends to zero.
In Figs 6,7 are shown results obtained with slightly different parameters.
The hot particle distribution has lower energy, equal to 300Kev, w,_ = 2.2 x
104/sec and 7I = 2 x 104/sec. In this case there is no stable domain. The
sawtooth stabilization occurs at a frequency larger than w,_ , the presence
of which accounts for the circular deviation of the trajectory in the complex
frequency plane near threshold. In this case the mode becomes damped.
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Deeply

Trapped,

7_ < w,i/2

In Figs. 8,9 are shown results with "Yl< w,,/2. We show the growth rates
and the trajectories in the complex frequency plane for the destabilized high
frequency branch of the kink mode (a) and the precession frequency (fishbone) branch (b). For/_h = 0 the kink mode branch solution is marginally
stable with real frequency very near the diamagnetic frequency. The fishbone branch is at -ioc. As 13hincreases the kink mode branch is immediately
destabilized and its frequency increases. Above threshold the fishbone branch
quickly dominates over the kink mode branch, which eventually stabilizes.
In this case the diamagnetic and precession frequencies are well separated,
so the modes are easily distinguished, but if these frequencies are very close,
it may be difficult to distinguish them in an experiment.
C.

Maxwellian

Now examine a Maxwellian distribution. As an example we use a fairly realistic tokamak equilibrium, but with circular flux surfaces, with R = 2.28m,
B = 3.8T, and an aspect ratio of 3. The ion diamagnetic frequency is 104
/sec, and the Maxwellian (hydrogen) has a temperature of 400Kev. The
mode instability is taken to be ?I = 1.5 x 103/sec. Since a uniform pitch
distribution is of considerable interest for the analysis of alpha particle effects
it is worth examining in detail the various contributions to 5W in the stabilization process. As noted earlier, the resonant trapped particle contribution
dominates both the nonresonant and resonant contributions.
In Figs. 10,11 is shown the stabilization process, achieved at 13h= .0012.
In Fig. 12 are shown the real contributions due to 5W_ from the passing and
trapped components of the distribution, and the total contribution from the
nonresonant part 5Wn, as a function of 13h. The resonant passing contribution is destabilizing but smaller than the stabilizing trapped contribution. At
stabilization the mode frequency is much less than the ion diamagnetic frequency, and less than one tenth of the average toroidal precession frequency.
It is important to note that any estimate of sawtooth stabilization must take
into account the frequency dependence of the various contributions.
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D.

ICRF

Distribution

Now examine a model ICRF distribution,

with

(_-_0)

F -- e-(_@)_e

_m

2

I

(61)

truncated at Em = 500Key, with sl = 11.4 , s2 = 4., a = .05 and #0
fixed to localize the center of the bounce tip distribution at the magnetic
axis, #o = E/B(q2p, 7r/2). This gives a distribution asymmetry at 0 = 0 of
(2Ell- El)/(2Ell + E±) = -.5.
The distribution is somewhat more peaked near the trapped-passing
boundary than a Maxwellian, and has many fewer particles in the far passing
domain. The equilibrium has R = 2.28 M, r = 0.72 M, B = 3.7 T, and the
q profile is .8 < q < 2.7 with q = qo + cr2"3. In Fig 13 are shown sample
results of stabilization achieved with this distribution function. As is clear
from the analysis of the Maxwellian, the stabilization process is completely
dominated by the trapped particle contributions.

VII.

Conclusion

A numerical code has been developed for the analysis of the effects of
high energy particles on MHD modes. The contribution of the particles is
calculated by performing orbit averaging using guiding center equations in
analytic or numerically generated equilibria. The high energy particle contribution is used in a linear dispersion relation to solve for the complex mode
frequency, which can be followed as a function of equilibrium independent
parameters such as diamagnetic frequencies, plasma resistivity, high energy
particle beta, etc. A few thousand particles suffice to give an accurate determination of the high energy particle effects. The use of numerical equilibria
allows the investigation of the effects of elongation, magnetic well, plasma rotation, etc. The analysis is linear in the MHD phenomena, and the time scale
of interest is assumed short compared to changes in the plasma equilibrium.
Equilibrium parameters and the linear form of the eigenmode, obtained with
a MHD code or with a linear kinetic-MHD code such as NOVA-K 2° are input data. The particle distribution is generated by Monte-Carlo methods
so that realistic high energy particle distributions are easily realized. Computing requirements are modest, allowing scans of plasma parameters. The
28

analysis includes sufficient detail to allow a comparison of kinetic MHD with
experiment.
The code can be run with mode amplitudes small and fixed,
to examine stabilization and destabilization phenomena, or the mode amplitudes can be allowed to grow to study induced particle loss and mode sta..
bilization by this process. Comparison with analytically tractable examples
such as deeply trapped and uniform pitch distributions in circular geometry
indicate that the method is quite accurate. Future publications will be devoted to the analysis of those high energy particle effects already observed
in beam heated and ICRF heated plasmas, and those expected due to the
alpha particle distributions in ignited plasmas.
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Appendix

A

We sketch part of the derivation of the resonant part 61]V_since most
derivations are not given in general magnetic coordinates.
For more detail
regarding the method see Catto, Tang and Baldwin 26 and Chen, White and
Rosenbluth. 11 The nonadiabatic part of the perturbed distribution function
is given by the solution of

(-iw

+ _± . V + vliD. V)g = 2iEQ(1 - pB/2E)(±

with b the unit magnetic field vector.
This equation is solved perturbatively.

.g

(62)

To lowest order vllb.V9 dominates.

From axisymmetry we can choose perturbations of a single toroidal harmonic
n. Since B. V = (1/3")(0_ + qO¢) the most general solution to Vllb. V g = 0
is then given by
9 = 9o(_v) e'(_-'°).

(63)

Thus write
9 = 9o(_v)e '(¢-q_) + 91e_'_(_-qe)
with 91 arbitrary,

(64)

giving

9o[-iw + ingl . 9(¢ - qO)] + vLlb.9g_ = 2iEQJ

(65)

with
J = (1 - #B/2E)(±.

ge -''(¢-q°).

(66)

Now eliminate 9_ by multiplying by 3"B/vll and integrating over the orbit,
where _ = qO. Recall that 5rB 2 is independent of 0. The averaged equation
then becomes

90 =

2EQJ/F
-w + ngl . 9(_ - qO)
30

(67)

where A indicates the bounce average of A (see Appendix B). Also we know
that following the orbit, for any function f
_. _ f = _dr
dt

(68)

and thus we find that
d
gl " ¢(¢ - q_) = _(¢ - qO).

(69)

However in general 27 we have
d
d_(¢ -qe)=

(U- 2E/B)O¢pB,

(70)

the time average of which we define to be wa. This is the toroidal drift for
the trapped particles and the cross field drift for the passing particles. Then

go=

2EQJ/F
-w + Wd

(71)

where we have used n : 1.

Appendix

B

Recall that 0 is a straight field line coordinate with a particular choice
of Jacobian, not the usual cylindrical coordinate 0_. It is defined so that
_p.(VO × _ _) = B 2/ (gq+ I). In cylindrical coordinates instead V _v.( _ 0_.×
V_) = 1/Xq. Directly from the Hamiltonian equations, in these straight
field line coordinates the integral for the bounce average contains a factor
B_/1- #B/E in the denominator rather
averages of H!_p,O), J(_v,O), and the
to evaluate 5W. In evaluating analytic
these bounce averages in the cylindrical
cylindrical coordinates the time integral

f J_d' _ f J(Oc)_1-

#B/E

than simply _/1- #B/E. Bounce
toroidal precession rate are needed
models it is convenient to perform
coordinate 6_. If J is expressed in
in these coordinates is given by

= / J(Oc)BBv/131

#B/E"

(72)

But in this last expression 0_. is a dummy integration variable, and the
integral is the time integral of BJ in straight field line coordinates provided the numerical evaluation is done with B(_,,O) taken to be the same
function as was used in the analytic model, e.g. if in the analytic model
B(_p, Oc)= 1-cos(Oc) then in the numerical evaluation B(_Pp, 0) = 1-cos(O).
This can be a more convenient way to evaluate analytic models than expressing everything in terms of straight field line coordinates.
Note that the particle distribution, if uniform spatially, is not uniform
in either 0,. or 0, but must be weighted by the appropriate power of B in
the Jacobian. In many cases this is a small correction, but in the case of a
distribution which is uniform poloidally and also in pitch, ( a Maxwellian or
an alpha particle distribution) the leading order contribution to _I4_,,is zero,
and only the second order survives.
As a test of Monte Carlo methods we take the lowest order _± , g, given
by27

_± = (. - iOc)e'(¢-"')

(73)

for r < r,, and zero for r > r,, and
= -.cos(O_) + O_sin(O_).

(74)

We then find
r

and
(1" P_= -e '_,

(76)

H = -q-e
-_e_
T

(77)

giving

and
g = -(1 - #B/2E)d
32

q_.

(78)

For a distribution uniform poloidaliy and in pitch _ = _/1nonresonant contribution dill,, then takes the form

#B/E,

5iYVn= 2_/2r fJ E3/2c°s(0_)
O_F rdrd6,.dAdE
B
,qL'O

(79)

with F a function of E and r only. Write F in the form F = w(E)f(r)
normalize through _h, giving to two orders in inverse aspect ratio

5i?V,_ _ha2 f
= 8_rr_
The trapped

particle

Vii- B(r,O)/B(r,
becomes

13 _.rf rdrd6_dA
f frdr
"

contribution

_Vn

and, substituting w = sin(O2)
particle contribution is
6l_,_t

__

ffrdr

to facilitate

IAI <

by IAI < 1. The total then

_h a 2 f Or f r 2dr

= 4r 2

and

(80)

is given by the restriction

Tr) and the total contribution

the

(81)
the integration,

1_1,
a2 ,l"V/-_[1 + 21r10'
15] vJf rdr
37rr2
f f rdr

the trapped

(82)

with 6I_, = 5i;V,_t+ 5I_V,,,.

Appendix

C

If w = w_ + i_/ is in the vicinity of tile real axis and there are MonteCarlo points near wr the discreteness of the sum in the representation of the
resonant part of the dispersion relation can give large errors. Consider the
discrete representation of an integral

g(Wdk)
O.)dk
-- 03

_ / dwd
dn (wa
g(Wd)w) dWd
33

(83)

i

with dn/dwd the (smooth probability) density of points in the interval dwd.
The discrete sum clearly fails to give an accurate representation of the integral
when "_< dwd/dn, the discrete particle spacing on the real axis in the vicinity
of w_. Since we are interested in mode stabilization and destabilization it is
necessary to modify the numerical algorithm for the evaluation of the sum
when w is near the real axis. For this purpose construct a local Taylor
expansion for g(wd) in the vicinity of w_, i.e. let
g(w,l) = a + bWd

(84)

in a domain D defined by wl < wd < W2with wl = w_ - D/2, w2 = _ + D/2.
The domain D must be chosen sufficiently large to contain many Monte-Carlo
points. Fix a,b using the local integrals
dn

g(dk) = f

g(w,s) dw,,,

(85 )

dn

_,_g(_d_) = f -_dw,tg(w,l ) dw,l.

(86)

We theu find an expression which is well behaved on the real axis and can
be analytically continued to the lower half plane,
g(wdk)

, _

¢ddk -- 02

g(Wdk) _ Nb+

k¢ D 'Mdk -- 02

N(a + bw)
[log( w2 D
02 --

)+it]

(87)

021

with N the number of Monte-Carlo points in the domain D. For _ > 0 the last
term vanishes as _ -_ c_. For "_< 0 the last term approaches 2rig(w)dn/dwd
for _/_ -c_, but this expression is valid only in the vicinity of the real axis
because of the use of the Taylor expansion for g. Since we are only interested
in threshold phenomena, and not in following roots of the dispersion relation
far below threshold, this procedure is quite adequate, and allows an accurate
investigation of threshold phenomena.

Appendix

D

Introduce the pitch )_= vll/v = _/1 - #B/E.
34

The particle density is then

dn = 4r2_F(E,#,r,O)3"dAdEdOd_v
A Monte-Carlo

distribution

can be constructed

(88)
by selecting points uni-

formly distributed in ),, E, 0, _p and accepting them as part of the distribution with probability 4r 2_/_ffEF(E, #, r, 8)3'. (Directly calculating the distribution using the variable # is not satisfactory because of the resulting factor
of _/1 - #B/E appearing in the denominator of the probability, which is unbounded.) For most plasma physics applications the distribution function
has exponential or near exponential form in both energy and radius. This
need not be a large aspect ratio approximation. The radius can refer to the
flux value on the midplane 0 = 0. It is then convenient to perform this part
of the Monte-Carlo generation analytically. Suppose the distribution to have
the form

F = g(E,#,r,9)e-_2/h2e

-E/T

(89)

with g(E, #, r, 6) a relatively slowly varying function of its arguements.
particle density is then

dn "_ v/Eg(E,#,r,O)e-_2/h2e-E/T

jd_PP
-_r2dAdEdOrdr.

Introduce the variables 1 - z = e -_2/h2 and 1 - w = e -E/T,

dn __ VZEg(E, #, r, O)J(dOp/dr2)d)_dzdOdw

The

(90)
giving

(91)

and thus the distribution is formed by selecting points uniformly distributed
in 0, ,_ z, w and then making the corresponding E = -Tlo9(1 - w),
r 2 = -h21og(1 - z), # = E(1 - ,_2)/B part of the distribution with probability
v/-Eg(E,p,r,O)Jd_p/dr
2. The weak dependence of this function ensures a
Monte-Carlo generation of the distribution with a small amount of computing.
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We find typically that an analysis of a given equilibrium and particle
distribution requires a few thousand Monte-Carlo particles and bounce averaging for 20 or 30 transit times, with a transit time the time for one toroidal
transit of an on-axis particle with pitch = 1. Performing the bounce averages and tracking one or more roots of the dispersion relation as a function
of some parameter such as the high energy particle beta, plasma resistivity
or diamagnetic frequency typically requires 40 seconds of CRAY time. Thus
it is relatively easy to perform scans of parameter values.
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